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2 MILLION

units under contract

2 BILLION

passengers per day

Helping to keep your
passengers safe
The world has changed in recent times, and it is
very likely that things will never go back entirely,
to the way they were before. This means that, as
a business, we must adapt and evolve with the
changes, creating solutions that assist our customers
in meeting the new needs of their passengers.

200

There will be a new emphasis on sanitisation. Lift
and escalator users will want to know that the
environments in which they move around a building
are as clean as they possibly can be. They will also
expect assistance to help maintain safe distances
between themselves and other users in order to help
keep them safe.

30,000+

With this in mind, and to help get buildings
functioning again as efficiently and as safely as
possible, Otis has developed a range of solutions
that will assist with this ‘new normal’. Many of our
solutions have been developed by our own engineers
and technicians, meaning they are exclusive to Otis.
As you would expect from Otis, we are leading the
way, just as we did when we invented the first safety
lift in 1853.

countries and territories

trained mechanics

30+

years remote
elevator monitoring
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eCall for Gen2
YOUR PERSONAL ELEVATOR BUTTON
Now there is no need to interact with elevator
buttons with eCall, plus don’t waste valuable time,
waiting for your elevator to arrive - you can call it
from your mobile so that it is ready to go when
you are.
When you have selected your floor through the
app, your floor is already identified on the lift
control panel.

Benefits at a glance
	ELIMINATES INTERACTION WITH ELEVATOR
BUTTONS, THEREFORE HELPING TO PREVENT
EXPOSURE TO BACTERIA AND VIRUSES
	PHONE GPS RESTRICTS CALLS TO ONLY THOSE
CLOSE BY, PLUS CALL LIMITS PREVENT USERS
CAUSING EXTRA TRAFFIC ISSUES
	DISABLED FUNCTIONALITY PROVIDES
ADDITIONAL TIME TO THOSE THAT REQUIRE IT

How eCall works

	USER OR BUILDING MANAGER REGISTRATION
CONTROL TO HELP CONTROL ACCESS TO THE
BUILDING

PERSONALISE
We’ve made it simple to set-up tenants within
the system, reducing the impact to facility
management teams. The registration process
allows you to request special services, and get
real-time, in-app notifications.

My eCall Portal
Manage user
registration with
simple email list

eCall App

Register online
Call the elevator from
anywhere in the building

Otis cloud

Encrypted call
to a secure server

New Gen2

You can board, call has
already been placed
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eCall for CompassPlus*
ALL THE BENEFITS OF ECALL AND MORE
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WHAT IS SMARTGROUPING?

6

eCall with Compass can also be integrated into
your security systems, giving you access to your
building and also calling your lift.

Benefits at a glance
	ELIMINATES THE REQUIREMENT TO TOUCH THE
BUTTONS, THEREFORE HELPING TO PREVENT
THE SPREAD OF BACTERIA AND VIRUSES

C C
D D

A A

eCall can also be installed on your CompassPlus,
Otis’ advanced destination management system
incorporating SmartGrouping.

Otis’ patented SmartGrouping technology
organizes travel by grouping both passengers
and stops. Passengers going to the same
destination are assigned to the same elevator. But
SmartGrouping also assigns elevators to serve
a group of floors, or a zone. The result is faster,
better-organized service.
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	ILLUSTRATES A STRONG COMPANY FOCUS ON
PASSENGER SAFETY
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	CAN INTEGRATE WITH EXISTING TECHNOLOGIES
INCLUDING SECURING SYSTEMS
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Flexible and secure: Customised to your building,
personalised for your passengers
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	IMPROVES SPEED OF MOVEMENT THROUGH
YOUR BUILDING AS WELL AS KEEPING
PASSENGERS SAFER
*Within pilot stage at present in the UK. Available Q1 2021.
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Compass Plus reprogramme
REPROGRAMMING FOR SOCIAL DISTANCING
Our CompassPlus® destination management
system directs passengers to the elevator that
will get them where they’re going faster and
with fewer stops. Essentially the system looks
to maximise efficiency which ultimately saves
the customer valuable time. The system can be
reprogrammed however, placing the focus on
minimizing the number of people within the
lift and therefore providing the opportunity to
social distance.
For example, if there are two passengers going
to the same floor and two cars available. Rather
than guiding the passengers to the same lift, they
will be guided to different cars so they are able to
travel separately.

Benefits at a glance
ENCOURAGES USE OF THE BUILDING
	CAN BE ADAPTED DEPENDING ON
OCCUPANCY LEVELS
	OPTION TO RETURN TO STANDARD SETTINGS
WHEN REQUIRED
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Otis elevator air purification fan
PROVEN AIR PURIFICATION ELIMINATES
OVER 99.99% OF VIRUSES AND GERMS
The air purification fan works by extracting air
from the elevator hoistway, purifying the air
using the anion generator and ultraviolet lamp,
then blowing cleaner air in to the elevator. Dust
is filtered and viruses and micro-organisms are
eliminated within the lift car.

Cabin
<1000Kg

1 fan
required

Cabin
>1000Kg

or ventilation
apertures
<1% of the cab
surface

2 fans
required

Benefits at a glance
AIR PURIFICATION LEVEL OF OVER 99.99%
 ROVIDES CONFIDENCE TO PASSENGERS AND
P
ENCOURAGES USE OF THE LIFT
 ASY TO CHANGE FILTERS FOR LONG LASTING
E
EFFECTIVENESS

>99.99%

>94%

4X107/cm3

PURIFICATION RATE

INACTIVATION
RATE

ANION
CONCENTRATION

AGAINST CORONAVIRUS

Certified by Guangdong Detection Centre of Microbiology.
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Otis Sany Light for elevators
TM

PROVEN TECHNOLOGY ELIMINATES UP TO
99.9% OF PATHOGENS
The Otis Sany Light for Elevators is an
antimicrobial device through the use of 405 nm.
light action (visible light). It protects passengers by
eliminating bacteria, in fact the device has proved
to kill up to 99.9% of germs from all surfaces.
This solution is made to order and can be adapted
to the configuration of your specific lift.

UP TO

99.9%
PURIFICATION RATE

AGAINST PATHOGENS
After 12 hours exposed to Sany LightTM,
99.9% escherichia coli is eliminated. After
72 hours exposure, there is up to 98%
efficacy for most surfaces.

Spectral Power (W/cm2)

SAFE & CONTINUOUS
CLEANING

VISIBLE LIGHT OF SOLAR RADIATION

25

Benefits at a glance
24/7 EFFECTIVENESS AGAINST BACTERIA
CAN BE ADAPTED TO FIT ANY SIZE OF CABIN

ILLUSTRATES
YOUR ORGANISATION IS TAKING
CUSTOMER SAFETY SERIOUSLY

5

Safe amount of
radiation for humans

380

405

760
Wavelength (nm)
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Signalisation for elevators and buildings
SIGNS TO AID SOCIAL DISTANCING
We can offer you feet signalisation which
encourages visitors to stand in certain positions.
These can be used within the elevator or
throughout the building. For example, within a
hotel reception area to encourage people to stand
a certain distance apart.
These feet come either branded with the Otis
logo or plain, depending upon your preference.

Inside Cab

Benefits at a glance
IMPROVES SAFETY THROUGHOUT THE BUILDING
ENCOURAGES SOCIAL DISTANCING
QUICK AND SIMPLE TO INSTALL

BACK TO CONTENTS
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Control and landing panel protection
SIMPLE & EASY TO CLEAN COVERS
Made from 0.5mm fireproof, transparent PVC,
these easy to install covers are attached to the
wall using Velcro strips. They cover the control
and landing panels, preventing the build up of
dirt, bacteria and viruses on the buttons, plus are
easy to clean due to the flat surface. Furthermore,
the covers protect the buttons of the control and
landing panels from often harsh cleaning products
which can sometimes remove the finishes on the
panels and buttons.

Benefits at a glance

PROVIDES
A FLAT, SMOOTH SERVICE FOR EASE
OF CLEANING.

QUICK
AND EASY FITTING, PLUS SIMPLE TO
REMOVE

PREVENTS
DAMAGE TO BUTTONS WHEN USING
HARSH CLEANING PRODUCTS
EASY TO REPLACE IF DAMAGED

Sizes available
COP hygiene covers

60cm
x
40cm

80cm
x
40cm

Landing station hygiene cover
14cm x 24cm
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Safety feet and demarcation lines for escalators
ENCOURAGE SOCIAL DISTANCING
AND REDUCE ACCIDENTS
Otis are now offering this on-site painting service
in the form of footprints and/or demarcation lines.
The key benefit of these painted markings is that
they can be used in a way which promotes social
distancing.
Furthermore, as part of BS EN115 and the
DDA recommendations regarding the safety of
escalators, this painting service can also help to
reduce accidents at your site. In fact, reports have
illustrated that accident levels can reduce by up to
66% with these paint markings, by guiding people
away from step edges, particularly when entering
the escalator.
Otis are able to offer the service of creating the
footprints or the demarcation lines, or both,
depending on your objectives.

Benefits at a glance

ENCOURAGES
SOCIAL DISTANCING ON YOUR
ESCALATOR
	HELPS WITH SOCIAL DISTANCING THROUGHOUT
THE ENTIRE BUILDING
	REDUCES ACCIDENTS ON ESCALATORS BY UP
TO 66%
	PARTICULARLY ASSISTS THOSE WITH VISUAL
IMPAIRMENT

Details of service

1

	Preparation
of escalator,
incorporating:

	-	Removing comb
plates
	-	Cleaning escalator
with step cleaning
machine
	-	Protecting floor area
and bottom landing
plates

2

Application of paint

3

	Full clean up of area
and disposing of used
containers responsibly

4

	Test run the machine
and leave in operation

	-	Apply paint to
visible steps

	-	Allow for 4 hours
of drying time
	-	Rotate the escalator
to expose the
remaining steps
	-	Apply paint to
remaining steps
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Otis Sany Light for escalators
TM

UV LIGHT HANDRAILS ELIMINATES OVER
99.99% OF VIRUSES AND GERMS
Otis Sany LightTM products represent an effective
sanitising system to protect passengers against
illnesses by killing 99.9% of germs and viruses.
The technology uses UV LED modules, designed
especially for the Otis Escalator handrail, which
consistently break down bacteria DNA and RNA
as well as viruses and other pathogens, to prevent
them multiplying. This process makes water, air
and surfaces significantly cleaner for passenger
safety.

Benefits at a glance
 HOUR CUSTOMER SAFETY AS THE UNIT
24
CONSTANTLY CLEANS THE MOVING HANDRAIL

>99.99%
PURIFICATION RATE

AGAINST CORONAVIRUS
Certified by Guangdong Detection
Centre of Microbiology.

	PASSENGER PEACE OF MIND - ENCOURAGES
USE OF THE ESCALATOR AND YOUR BUILDING
	A CONSTANTLY CLEAN SURFACE ENCOURAGES
PASSENGERS TO HOLD THE HANDRAIL, WHICH
HELPS REDUCE INCIDENT LEVELS
	UNIT IS HOUSED WITHIN THE ESCALATOR
MEANING NO PROTRUSIONS. THIS ELIMINATES
THE POTENTIAL OF INCIDENTS AS WELL AS
MISUSE AND ABUSE
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Handrail sanitisers for non Otis escalators
UV LIGHT CONSTANTLY CLEANS THE HANDRAILS
The handrail UV device uses germicidal ultraviolet C
light to expose the handrails at a short distance. This
breaks down DNA and RNA, which are the genetic
materials of bacteria and viruses, therefore preventing
their rapid spread. This solution also provides peace
of mind to passengers, with the knowledge that the
handrail is not going to spread viruses. Thanks to the
physical disinfection process using UVC LED lighting
technology, handrails are disinfected in an efficient and
environmentally friendly way. The device is installed inside
the escalator or moving walkway to ensure passenger
safety. Furthermore, the design makes it easy to install,
meaning overall the device is a practical solution to
prevent the rapid spread of bacteria and viruses.

Benefits at a glance
 HOUR CUSTOMER SAFETY AS THE UNIT
24
CONSTANTLY CLEANS THE MOVING HANDRAIL
	PASSENGER PEACE OF MIND - ENCOURAGES
USE OF THE ESCALATOR AND YOUR BUILDING
	THE UNITS DEMONSTRATE A PROFESSIONAL
AND SAFETY CONSCIOUS ATTITUDE TOWARDS
CUSTOMERS
	THE UNITS ARE INSTALLED WITHIN THE
ESCALATOR UNIT, MEANING THEY PROVIDE
INVISIBLE PROTECTION, WITH NO PROTRUSIONS

BACK TO CONTENTS
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Voice announcers for escalators
IMPROVING SAFETY VIA SPEAKERS
The voice announcement system can provide a
wide range of information and even entertainment
to the passenger, upon entering and exiting
the escalator or travellator. The announcements
from the system can either be provided on a
continuous loop or activated when the passenger
triggers the system by breaking an infrared beam.
Pre-recorded and custom messages are available
in multiple languages, with the option of adding
your own specific message to your message bank.
A fire alarm message also comes as standard with
the units.

Benefits at a glance

ROBUST
ENCLOSURES DESIGNED TO
WITHSTAND DIRT AND VANDALISM

PROMOTES
SAFE AND RESPONSIBLE PASSENGER
BEHAVIOUR

ASSISTS
WITH SOCIAL DISTANCING WITHIN THE
BUILDING

DISCREET
MOUNTING OPTIONS TO MAINTAIN
AESTHETICS AND REDUCE POTENTIAL FOR
VANDALISM

Options available
There are a variety of options available for both up and
down direction of travel. You are also able to have multiple
loudspeakers to cover both entry and exit, plus multiple voice
announcers for differing messages depending on if entering
or exiting the unit. Furthermore, there is the option of no IR
beam if a repeated message is preferred.

BACK TO CONTENTS
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Deep clean and enhanced maintenance visit for escalators
ALL ROUND PEACE OF MIND
Now more than ever we realise the importance
of keeping surfaces clean. As well as improved
aesthetics in our building, promoting
professionalism and putting visitors at ease, there
is also the safety element. Furthermore, it’s critical
we keep our equipment in good working order, as
this is ultimately likely to result in lower costs over
time. With this in mind Otis are able to offer an
enhanced service and deep clean for escalators,
which can be designed to suit your specific needs.

Standard

Enhanced

Check site for changes in work conditions

4

4

General running and ride quality of the machine

4

4

Steps

4

4

Lighting systems

4

4

Floor plates, comb plates, combs and switches

4

4

Handrail entry safety devices

4

4

Ant-climb barriers and neck guards

4

4

External emergency stop buttons

4

4

Key switch operation

4

4

Handrail condition

4

4

Operation panel (If present)

4

4

EXTERNAL CHECKS

MACHINE ROOM AREAS
General cleanliness

-

4

Machine, brakes and overspeed devices

-

4
4

Auxiliary brakes and solenoids (If present)

-

Controller Components, Invertor / VF

-

-

Main switch and circuit breakers

-

4

Inspection controls and blind plugs

-

4

Automatic lubrication devices

-

4

Oil levels

-

4

Safety switches and contacts

-

4

Main drive and chain

-

4

Tension carriage

-

4

TRUSS AND INCLINE

Benefits at a glance

ENSURES
GOOD WORKING ORDER OF
EQUIPMENT, ESPECIALLY IF RECENTLY SAT IDLE

Internal safety switches and contacts

-

4

Handrail drive systems

-

4

Chains, belts and pulleys

-

4

Steps, axles, step pins and bushings

-

4
4

Handrails, newel ends and roller bows

-

Critical clearances

-

-

Skirt panels, deckings and balustrades

-

4

	IMPROVES RELIABILITY OF EQUIPMENT IN THE
FUTURE
	HELPS ENSURE THE SAFETY OF YOUR EQUIPMENT
	IMPROVED AESTHETICS FOLLOWING DEEP CLEAN
BACK TO CONTENTS
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Otis Signature Service
CONTACTS & COVERAGE
YOU CAN CONTACT US IN THE FOLLOWING WAYS:

OTISLINE
0800 181363

CUSTOMER
SERVICE
PORTAL

MOBILE
APP

UK OFFICES:

ABERDEEN
GLASGOW
BELFAST

GATESHEAD
LEEDS

Otisline logs the calls, which can be found in the online
customer portal, and recent activity which will appear in
the customer portal and mobile app.

LEICESTER
BRISTOL

Please ensure you have your contract number or
building ID to hand when you call us.

For more information on eService contact your sales
representative or email daniel.tomlinson@otis.com

EDINBURGH

LONDON

LIVERPOOL
MANCHESTER

All our branches, located
throughout the UK, will have sales
representatives, admin teams and
expert engineers associated with
them, plus a network of regional and
remote experts.
These employees are at the
forefront of our services and we
put our people, and their customer
relationships at the centre of
everything we do. By combining our
human and digital expertise we can
deliver an intelligent, personalised
service that is local to your business.

BIRMINGHAM
CARDIFF

www.otis.com/en/uk
Telephone: 0116 2011200

n: limegreentangerine 8100

PLYMOUTH

